Rank 1 to 3

Alternative 1 - Islands

- I really like the hills.
- I like the lofted "Islands".
- You should incorporate a built-in slide on one of the Islands.
- Full court basketball
- Benches with backs
- This design needs Infant/toddler swings
- Great climbing features
- Powder/coated tables/chairs is a must
- Strider path, as long as it doesn't impede walkers/elderly
- Access to H. Gulch
- Needs a sand pit area
- Water and Islands set the stage for lots of great pretend/imagination play.
- My boys are climbers, need height and climbing features.
- Thank you for keeping the dino!
- I like the taller tower that is in this feature for a castle.
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Alternative 2 - The Fort

- I don't like the fort.
- I like the long path.
- This design needs a wavy sidewalk on part of it.
- Great designs.
- Wish your table of contents is on this paper. Does not explain what is in photo for these to be handed out.
- Swings are important – agree baby buckets are necessary.
- Love the circuit on Option 1 and 2 for riding close enough to keep an eye on multiple kids.
- Love better access to creek, kids are always trying to get into it and catch crawdads.
- I like the bike circle on this one, more than the islands. I think that's the only thing though. Also, I like the bucket swings.
- Bucket swings are important for the littles who can’t do much else.
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Alternative 3 - Dragon 2.0

- I like the Dragon but want a full basketball court.
- Like the half court it's less crowded than a half-court basketball.
- Like the big Dragon climber.
- Really like wavy Sidewalk and the turf field.
- Love the cargo net "fire" out of the mouth.
- Overall this option doesn’t give as much play value as 1 and 2.
- I like this but overall it may be too much dragon.
- Needs swings!
- Love the potential expansion of places for explore in dinosaur but – lose too many necessities.
- 2 – swings missing.
- Love the dragon/dino expansion.
- No sand.
- Expand to full court.
- Half-court basketball worth considering.
- Add more tables and benches with backs.
- I like the dragon breath motif.
- Bucket swings for very young.
- Net fire breath is cool.
- All of these are beautifully thought out.
- Excellent presentation.
- Sand gets gross quickly. I don’t think it’s necessary.
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- I would do that with fun tall slides and add swings where the hill and purple slide are featured.
- I like the seating in this one the best.
- This design is not as diverse for ages as we would like.
- Love the full pollinator garden!
- Keep full court.
- Leave the purple dragon – build a longer, higher tool for swings and slides

- I like this design!
- All ages accommodated good over-see spots for (grand) parents.
- No sand.
- Love this loop with strider bike contours.

- Full court is important
- Picnic spaces are great.
- Any of your alternatives will be great – minimal concrete.
- Path for bike practice/running around is great
- Benches with no backs between creek and play is fantastic. Maybe a few with backs to the west or north of the play area
- LOVE that the structures/pieces are different from those at the schools
- LOVE expanding the dinosaur.
- Great idea to keep him and move him forward with time
- Can’t rank, but design should incorporate features from all 3.
- Don’t forget lighting at night.
- Think about snow removal.